• Needed: tools to discover the characteristics of models between +tol equality and +tol almost , and none are above +tol almost . almost convex: at least one diff is between the -tol almost and -tol equality , and at least one diff is above +tol almost concave: all diffs are below +tol equality , and at least one is below -tol almost concave, almost linear: all diffs are below +tol equality , at least one is between -tol equality and -tol almost , and none are below -tol almost . almost concave: at least one diff is between +tol almost and +tol equality , and at least one diff is below -tol almost . convex and concave: at least one diff is above +tol almost , and at least one diff is below -tol almost . convex and concave, almost linear: at least one diff is between +tol equality and the +tol almost , and at least one diff is between -tol equality and -tol almost . -constraint 2x 1 − 5x 2 ≤ 10 when -10 ≤ x 1 ,x 2 ≤ 10 -Tighten x 2 lower bound by applying the constraint when x 1 is at it's lower bound: 2(-10) − 5x 2 ≤ 10 x 2 ≥ -6. • estimate fraction of enclosure surface area
• non-enclosure constraints sampled as usual (shape, effectiveness, etc.) • Note: bias hit-and-run sampling rays according to variable bounds (long thin boxes are a problem)
Method 2:
• Apply constraint consensus method
The Analytic Centre
Analytic centre: P is point that maximizes W=¦[ln(distance to constraint) over all constraints.
• Best place to launch rays for estimating surface frac. Heuristic for finding analytic centre:
• Initial feasible pt is first estimate of P. W always calculated over necessary constraints found so far.
• Launch hitting rays from P.
• Get new hit-and-run launch point x.
• If W(x)>W(P) then P=x.
Advantages:
• Pushes P away from discovered necessary constraints towards undiscovered necessary constraints • Quick convergence to analytic centre. 
